School Math Groups Seek Closer Ties

The Bakersfield College mathematics department is gaining a series of meetings with district high schools to discuss mathematics programs.

"A closer relationship between Bakersfield College's math programs is being sought, according to the EMC, math chairman of the mathematics, science, and engineering departments.

"We plan to sponsor a student conference on the teaching of modern mathematics with outside educators speaking," Hemminger said. "At present this is primarily a district conference, but we also plan to invite outside speakers outside the district to attend." According to the first conference with Hemminger and William Nelson, Miss Shirley Tremain and Mrs. Mildred Atkin, Allen Johnson, supervisor of instruction of the North Kern School and Junior College district, is chairman of the conference.

Activities Board to Meet on Monday

The first meeting of the Activity Board will be held at 11:30 a.m. Monday in the Student Conference Room, Director of Activities Rob Evans said:

"All clubs should send representatives to the meeting to determine whether or not they have elected officers for this semester," Evans said.

Student VN's Get Achievement Nod

The 15 graduates in the Vocational Nursing Class 17 celebrated their first semester's achievements and capping at a ceremony in the Student Lounge Monday at 3:30 p.m. All faculty members participating in the program, and members of all groups, stood as Dr. Lourdes introduced the students.

The students have been promoted to the clinical division at Kern General Hospital and will have all classes in nursing subjects co-terminous with clinical practice in varying hospital divisions. The clinical program consists of 31 weeks of instruction and experience to prepare students to meet the requirements of graduate nursing position after graduation in September.

Bonilla Improving; Still in Danger

SELMA,—Jo Bonilla still is in Selma General Hospital here where he is recovering from injuries received in an automobile accident during the New Years weekend.

The all-American Bakersfield College football team is definitely showing improvement, even more so than his physician expected after his accident here.

However his physician reported that Bonilla probably will not be able to return to the team this season, and that there is still a chance that he may never fully recover from the recent operation.

The doctors believe that if Bonilla recovers he will be able to play football again.

School Board Censures
Of Invitation Committee

The censure movement was aimed at a committee composed of Dean C. Jerry Davis, Norine Wilen, W. G. Selden, Judy Baker, Guy Yeatts, Jollin Schmidt, Nancy Atkin, and Rob Billings. The committee ruled, Campus Center Coordinator Betty Judy, was responsible for the matter, and that she was signed for scholastic reasons would lose her position. Guy Yeatts, who was represented, was resigned because of illness or other reasons would receive invitations.

Gardes are on Top

The Renegade basketball team has climbed to the top of its conference in the Metropolitan Conference. For the story see page 11.

The TV Debate

Presentation of the position of KERO-TV concerning increased television programming of educational and public affairs fare is included in a series of two.

LEADERSHIP CONFAB

Old and new student leaders will meet to discuss the Student government program. For the story see page one.

'Hot' Pre-law Hop

And 'Cool' Tunes

Dance's "Inferno" will be followed by an all-star dance and concert starting at 9:30 p.m. Monday in the Student Center.

An all-star dance will be held at a time sponsored by the Pre-law Class. The dance will follow the all-star basketball game.
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FALLOUT

Faulty Education Program Cited for Defections

I heard Mr. Geronimo’s article about the minority students at Los Alamos. I am a member of the minority group, and I think the article was very enlightening. I believe that there is a lot of bias and discrimination against minority groups in our society, and it is important that we work to overcome these barriers.

Mr. Geronimo’s article mentioned the lack of minority students at Los Alamos. I think this is a serious problem, and we need to take steps to address it. The article also highlighted the need for more diversity in our educational institutions. I wholeheartedly agree with this point, and I believe that we need to do more to encourage minority students to attend our schools.

In conclusion, I think that Mr. Geronimo’s article was very insightful, and I hope that it will help to raise awareness about the challenges faced by minority students. We need to work together to create a more inclusive society, and I believe that education is a key part of this process.

JULIA JONES
Executive Assistant

Night Class Enrollments Excel Previous Semesters

Approximately 2,500 students attended the new semester’s night school classes on Monday. This is an increase over the 2,000 students who were enrolled in the night classes for the previous semester. The increase is due to the popularity of the new courses and the availability of more seats.

In addition to the night classes, there were also a number of new day school classes offered this semester. The total number of students enrolled in the day school classes was also up, but not as significantly as the night school classes.

As a result of the increased enrollment, the university has had to make some changes to accommodate the students. There are now more sections of some courses, and the university has also had to hire additional instructors.

Overall, the university is pleased with the enrollment numbers for the new semester. The administration hopes that this trend will continue, and they are working to ensure that the university is able to meet the needs of all of its students.
Prospects Bright For BC-Basketballers

Batavia, N.Y. (AP) — Prospects look a little brighter for a BC-Basketballers, according to John Hunter, the head coach of the team. Hunter has been with the team for two years, and he is optimistic about the team's future.

Matman Defeat Cerritos; Lose To FCC, San Berdo.

The Matman basketball team lost to Cerritos College 75-65 on Friday. The game was held at the Matman Arena, and the team is currently ranked tenth in the state.

Gym Team Hit By Injury

The Matman's basketball team suffered a significant injury this week, as one of their key players was forced to sit out due to an ankle sprain. The team is currently preparing for a series of games this weekend.

Olympic Gym Stars In Exhibition Here

The Matman's basketball team was selected to participate in an exhibition match against Olympic Gym stars. The exhibition will be held at the Matman Arena on Saturday.

Announcement of Change in Schedule

The Matman's basketball team announced that their schedule for the next week will be changed. The team's next game is scheduled for Sunday, and they will be playing against the state champions.

Twelve Renegade Musicians Will Bid For All-State Band

A group of twelve musicians from the Matman's basketball team will be competing for a spot in the All-State Band. The competition is scheduled for next week.

Expansion of Physics Program Seen By Luke

Luke, a member of the Matman's basketball team, has proposed an expansion of the physics program. The proposal is currently under review.

Activities Board Sets Spring Semester Policy

The Activities Board has set policies for the spring semester. The policies include a ban on the use of alcohol during events and a strict code of conduct.

Grobetrotter Basketball Exhibition Nets March of Dimes $1000 Purse

The Grobetrotter basketball exhibition was successful, raising $1000 for the March of Dimes. The exhibition was held at the Matman Arena, and the team played against the state champions.
PHYSICS MAJOR SEARCHES FOR MISSING AIRCRAFT

By Robert C. Taylor

While winds were blowing across the United States in recent months, a chain of events in the physics department at the University of California, San Francisco, led to the discovery of a new theory in particle physics.

The theory, which was independently developed by a team of physicists at the University of California, Berkeley, and by the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, relies on new and previously unknown particles.

According to the researchers, these particles could explain the observed anomalies in the behavior of subatomic particles.

The discovery was made by a team of physicists working at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, which is located on the campus of Stanford University.

The researchers believe that the new particles could help explain the mysterious behavior of subatomic particles at high energies, which has been observed in experiments at the SLAC.

The team has prepared a paper detailing their findings, which will be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal for publication.

The discovery has generated excitement among physicists worldwide, who are eager to see the new particles confirmed and to learn more about their properties.

The researchers have also made plans to further study the new particles, using the SLAC's new high-energy electron-positron collider, which is scheduled to come online later this year.

In the meantime, the team has already begun collaborating with physicists at other institutions to expand the search for these new particles, using existing and new experimental techniques.

The researchers believe that their discovery could lead to significant advances in our understanding of the fundamental forces that govern the universe.
Cagers Weld Metro Lead; Meet Valley Tonight in Last Home Game

The native Californians will be in full flight for the Metro lead as they meet old rivals the Valley tonight. It looks like a surefire, hard-hitting, fast-moving contest.

Olympic Gymnasts Stage Exhibition Here Next Week

The United States will face the United Kingdom in the Olympic exhibition. The meet will be held in the city of Olympic.

Board of Reps Moves to New Meeting Place

The Associated Student Body has moved their meeting place to the new Board of Representatives. The new meeting place will be held at the Olympic Gymnastics).

San Jose Transfers Take Entrance Test

The San Jose transfer students will be taking the entrance test at the Olympic Gymnastics. The test will be administered by the Olympic Gymnastics officials.

Honorary Mayor Contest Designated for Bonita Fund

The Olympic Gymnastics will hold a honorary mayor contest to raise funds for the Bonita Fund. The contest will be held at the Olympic Gymnastics.

Court Declares Liquor Administration Problem

The court has declared that the liquor administration problem is insoluble. The court ruled that the problem cannot be solved by any administrative action.

Geology 32 Prepares for Canyon Trip

The Geology 32 class will be preparing for their trip to the canyon. The class will be meeting to discuss the trip and make plans.
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**Five Auditions Tonight For Ibsen's 'Ghosts' Play**

Open-house for the five roles in the upcoming revival of Henrik Ibsen’s “Ghosts” will be held tonight in Room 330 of Harvard Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. in the Baker Library Art Theatre. Shirley Smith, director of the play, aged BC student in sophomore, will be in charge of the auditions.

***Architecture Club Meeting Announced***

**Traveller’s INSTITUTION**

IBS's annual travel club meeting will be held on March 10 at 4 p.m. in Baker Library. The officers of the club will be elected.

**Family Fun Center**

**Baker's Bake Shop**

A new family fun center will be opened on March 10 at 4 p.m. in Baker Library. The center will be open to the public for free.

---

**Newman Meeting**

**Shanghai Cafe**

Miss Annabelle, Miss Helen, and Miss Betty will hold a Newman meeting at the Shanghai Cafe, St. Regis, at 2 p.m. on Friday, February 17.

---

**Dean's List to Honor Student Honorors**

**Racial Bias**

**B Ulster**

Tjet is a group of blacks and students of color who are working to end racial bias on campus. They are holding a meeting on February 18 at 5 p.m. in the Baker Library Art Theatre. All students are welcome to attend.

---

**You'll Look Your Best in the Most Wonderful Swim Suits in the World**

**Catalina' and Rosie Marie Reid**

They're at your Neighborhood Sportswear Headquarters

**Checkett's**

1342 Commonwealth Ave. Without Shopping Center

Ski Clothing Clearance

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

ALL REDUCED

**SWEATERS** | $8.95 to $20.00
**PARKAS** | 9.95 to $45.00
**PANTS** | 19.95 to $52.50

---

**BETWEEN BITES...**

...get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!

---

**Editors Page**

**Friday, February 17, 1961**

---

**Soup Off**

**Who Pays for Opposition?**

**Reader Asks For The Names**

---

**SOAPBOX: A**

**U.S. Foreign Investments**

**Risky Chance**

**by Jim Sheck**

The new oil boom, which has sparked unprecedented moves of South America's and other countries' oil into the United States, is expected to bring about oil production that is twice the amount of the current flow. The new oil production will bring about a new era of international oil agreements, with the United States taking a leading role in these agreements. This will result in increased U.S. foreign investments, which are expected to rise to $10 billion by the end of the year.
ON OTHER CAMPI...Story of Texas Sit-In: ProTest of Young Americans by Roderick N. W. Grant

The situation on the Southern campus of the University of Texas at Austin is one of the most important problems facing the education of the present generation. In a recent article, the author describes the events which led to the sit-in movement and discusses its significance for the future of higher education in the United States.

The Sit-In Movement...The sit-in movement was initiated by a group of students who refused to be seated at the University's segregated lunchroom. The movement spread rapidly, and within a few days, students at other universities joined in. The sit-ins were part of a larger movement for civil rights, which included protests against segregation in public schools and public housing.

The Importance of the Movement...The sit-in movement was a significant event in the history of the civil rights movement. It showed that young people were willing to take a stand for what they believed in, and it helped to bring about a change in public opinion. The movement also helped to bring about the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which made segregation illegal.

The Future of Higher Education...The sit-in movement has had a lasting impact on higher education in the United States. It has led to the establishment of affirmative action programs, which are designed to ensure that all students have equal access to educational opportunities. The sit-in movement has also helped to bring about changes in the way that universities are governed, with more emphasis being placed on student participation in decision-making processes.
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Renegade Wrestlers in Last Two Home Battles

The wrestling teams of Friday and Thursday before taking on the...

Gades Jump to 2-Game Metro Lead In Win Interrupted by Fisticuffs

The Renegades.product for the key to two games between themselves and their home play on Sat

Sophomore Class Tag Sale Benefits Injured Grodor

Although he doesn't have an easy time, the basketball team's Grodor is a

College Football: My First Love

The College Football season is in full swing, and fans across the country are
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Netters Host COS In Debut Today

Defensive strategies and tactics are key in Netters Host COS in the...
The Attack on Mr. Rusk
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BC Swim Team Opens vs. Ex-Gade Fresno Squad

by Roger Vosko

The Bakersfield College swimming team will use the season this afternoon when it travels to Fresno State College for the first and only game a season.

Coach Jim Turner believes the team will win because the team was former Renegades, Rich and Adam of the men's and women's teams, who were bothSeniors at the last two years in men's and women's teams, respectively.

Cage Squad Makes It 10 Straight

The basketball-Renegades stretched their Metropolitan Conference record to 10 straight last week and will face off against Los Angeles Friday night.

The following two points cater to the metropolis.

1. If the game was stopped at the 2:30 minute mark, the Gade's 11-1 record is expected to give Long Beach a 10-2 record at the end of the first half.

2. The Gade's 11-1 record is expected to give Long Beach a 10-2 record at the end of the first half.

Basketballers Clinch Loop Tie; Need One More for Clear Title

The Bakersfield College basketball team-10 years to win-

1. Metropolitan Conference championship, and now as to what it means to us, the Coach Jim Turner has already had his charge finished.

2. The BC basketballers travel south to Verona this week for the last week of the regular Metro season.

3. The Bakersfield College basketballers travel south to Verona this week for the last week of the regular Metro season.

11-1 Record

The Gade's 11-1 record is met milestone.

1. The Gade's 11-1 record is met milestone.

Nottos Bow to Giants in Opener

The Bakersfield College tennis opened the season against Fresno College of the Sequoias in a match on the local court Friday.

The single match will be played by Coach Jim Turner.

Gade Nine, Coalinga Clash in Doubleheader

The Renegade baseball team got its first win of the season Tuesday night over 200-yd breast stroke with an unofficial time of 2:27.

1. The Gade's 11-1 record is expected to give Long Beach a 10-2 record at the end of the first half.
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Clear Sailing for Wrestlers--Kane

The Bakersfield College basketball team-10 years to win--
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2. The BC basketballers travel south to Verona this week for the last week of the regular Metro season.

The single match will be played by Coach Jim Turner.
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1. Metropolitan Conference championship, and now as to what it means to us, the Coach Jim Turner has already had his charge finished.

2. The BC basketballers travel south to Verona this week for the last week of the regular Metro season.

The single match will be played by Coach Jim Turner.

Golfers Begin Season Today

Coach Jack Finn's golfers have announced the opening of the Long Beach City College tournament Sunday afternoon at 1:30.

1. The Gade's 11-1 record is expected to give Long Beach a 10-2 record at the end of the first half.
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